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B a_l-dar G al dar, obviously)

,€sir son of Odin and Frigga, who was killed by an affow made of
mistletoe shot by the blind God Hodor (who was tricked by Loki) and
resurrected. His wif'e is Nanna. Known as the Shining God; the Bleeding
God. He represents light, advice, r€conciliation, beauty, gentleness,
reincarnation, wisdom, harmony, happiness. Baldar will return from Hel
after Ragnarok and will rule as one of the new Gods. His name means
"The Bright One".

H-el ( ?? ) /r abe.*,, J o \i e-.oo-

Daughter of Loki and the giant Angurbocla. She is the sister of Fenrir
(Fenris-wolf) and Jormungand (Midgard serpent). She is the goddess of
the underworld. Her realm was Niflheimr and her hall, Elvidnir (misery).
She was described as half white and half black. Female. non-speaking.

Hodur ( ?? )

Strong and blind son of Odin and Fr"igg, who was tricked by Loki into
shooting an arow made of mistletoe at Balder causing his death. Male,
non-speaking.

Loki ( ?? )

Evil in character, capricious in behavior, cunning, he is known as the

triCkster God, cal1ed "Fathet of LieS", Shape-changer, Sky-Traveler.

Male, non-sPeaking.
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taking everyone along for a fantastic journey!

Last COURT of Bytor and Cherish. Bytor will basically be relinquishing the Crown for the sake of Love. He and
Cherish will remove the Crowns and leave them on the thrones as they depart. Their not needed for the action.
Indeed, it's their very absence that will start our action going.

There is a lull. Three black figures crawl out from behind the thrones. Almost serpentine, they come out and
only, slowly rise to become the Norns. They are, for all intents and purposes, a classical Greek choir. They will
hover and circle all about the Thrones, sometimes attempting to grab, but never actually touching the Crowns. U
will never fully rise, preferring to remain close the ground at all times. S will eventually be rise but never be fully
erect, always maintaining a slight hunched or aged aspect. V: will speak upon fully rising, always standing
straight and tall from that point. \J o-"n s s 3 Fctss

V: Their thread is done.

U: It was a good thread.

S: A strong thread.
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V: But the End Times draw near and a new leader must be chosen...

U: Was chosen....

S: Will be chosen....

V: Stepping out of the darkness...

U: Struck down by treachery...

S: The Bright One!

V: Lo, he comes. (Pulls out a thread)

U: He was struck. (Cuts the thread)

S: He will be saved. (Places hand upon U's shears and pushes them down).

When S says, "The Bright One!," Baldar and Asa will come forward from the back of the Hall. It is less a
procession than two people out for a stroll. There are no crowns. Just two people, very much in love, about to
join friends in a great hall.

It's important for the Norns to command everyone's affention as the reflex for SCAdians will be to rise. We don't
really want that yet. By the time people even notice that Baldar and Asa are on the move, they should be a good
10 to 20 feet up the aisle. With a blind Hodur being guided out with Loki's anns upon his shoulders.

When U says, "He was struck," Hodur will fire his arrow. (Here's a lovely opportunity for some blood gushing
from Alex's ankle!). Baldar will fall to the ground halfivay up the aisle. It's the midpoint between his entrance
and attaining the throne. Asa screams and falls to his side. With eyes fixed upon Asa, Hodur and Loki disappear
and exit.

It's safe to say that everyone attention will be on Baldar and Asa atthat point. They won't see an ethereal Hel step
from behind the thrones. She moves slowly, yet steadily down the aisle. Baldar will be hers!
Asa sees the looming Hel, her arms outstretched. The Norns hurry down in their own attempt to stay Hel's hand,
pulling skeins of wool between their arms as they approach. But they cannot reach Hel before Asa rises to
confront Hel.
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A: You cannot have him!

The Norns echo her...

V: Cannot have him...

U: Cannot have him...

S: Must not have him...

Each of them places they're various chords around each of Hel's arms and neck respectively. Ifs like a web that
Hel cannot pass. And Asa still blocks her way to Baldar. She pauses, then reaches out to Asa. She may ioin
Baldar, if she wishesl It's not athreat, but a genuine offer (albeit a silent one).

A: Too soon. But, not today.

The Norns echo as they gently pull/lead Hel back away from the pair.

V: Not today...

U: Nor yesterday...

S: Tomorrow, tomorrow, and tomorrow... (Ifs a covenant with Hel).

Hel gentles her demeanor and backs away, she will continue her exit back behind the thrones as the Norns
converge on Asa who has now returned to the ground and her fallen lord.

V: It is a gift... (She hands Asa the cut chord of Baldar's life).

U: All is as it was... (She motions towards Baldar's hand).

S: As it needs to be... (She nods encouragement).

They take the cut thread that was Baldar's life and give it to Asa. She holds it to her face and breathes upon it.
She reaches down and ties the thread around Baldar's left index finger then hold his hand to her heart. He gasps

awake! He sits up.

With Asa still holding his one hand upon her chest, Baldar reaches up and touches her face with his other hand.

They exchange that look that only they can understand. He rises then lifts Asa to her feet. The Norns guide them
towards the thrones while speaking... The thrones are there, slightly altered, the Crown await them.

V: (with urgency to Baldar) Now is your time.

U: (to Asa'S Your timel

S: (to the Court assembled) Your time,
Baldar and Asa stand before the thrones. Baldar takes up the Crown and places it upon his brow. He looks at the
thread upon his finger then takes up Asa's Crown and places it upon her head. The Norns fall in to the
background behind the thrones and disappear. (Some black drapes behind the throne would be nice, but not
crucial.)

Baldar and Asa sit.

A Herald from the front row rises and proclaims while taking his/her position... "Here opens the Court of Baldar
and Asa..." and it's SCA business as usual.
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